
From #farm to #cup 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BPuKPB3oAE








Small scale Kenyan farmer : 

Produces between 20 - 60 kilos per season 

Sells for less than $1 per kilo of cherry  

 

 

Farming →Pulping factory→Milling/marketing  

→Auction/green coffee sales 

 Horizontal coffee value chain 



7 kilos of cherry needed to produce 1Kg of final product 

 

Espresso requires 7 grams: 

1 kilo of coffee --> 142 espressos @ $2 → $284 

 

 

US Coffee startups are expected to raise by end of 2018  

more than $1 billion  

 Horizontal coffee value chain 

https://www.inc.com/alison-griswold/cups-coffee-startup-taking-on-starbucks.html


4A Coffee Roasters:  

Made in Kenya  

Capacity coffee Roasters,  

coffee cherry dehusking 

machines>Pulpers,hurrers, milling 

 

 

 

Innovation for Sustainable Development 



Founder: Alfred Guitau 

 

4A Coffee Roasters has been: 

- Buying coffee directly  from farmers for $4 a kilo  

 

- Selling the roasted coffee at $9 per kilo to 60 coffee  

houses in Kenya 

 

- Getting in yearly sales $5000 - $9000. 



Sustainable Value Based 
Ecosystem - Actors   

Farmers 

Cooperatives 

Foreign 

Purchasers 

 

Restaurant/hotel industry 



Digital platform connecting 
From   #farm to #cup 

Farmers 

Cooperatives 

Foreign Purchasers 

 Restaurant/hotels 

Welcome to 4icoffee, in this platform we adopt an innovative technique similar 

to that of blockchain technology to link coffee farmers, coffee Vendors and 

consumers together, in order to facilitate the most direct, sustainable and fair 

coffee trade. 

Coffee farmers using innovative vertical value chain to sell their coffee 
produce directly to vendors and consumers. from #farm to #cup. 



 The platform will show purchasers where their coffee batch has been grown, how it has 
been processed and handled, and how their purchase has helped go towards sustainable 
development goals on a local level.  For example reducing  poverty (SDG goal 1), zero 
hunger (SDG goal 2), decent work and economic growth (SDG goal 8), gender equality (goal 
5). 
 



Partnership - TOP & Global Data Excellence 
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NGO PARTNERS 
ECO-SYSTEM SIMPLIFY STANDARDIZE SHARE 

Management Governance Excellence 

BIG 
TRANSACTION 

Data Integration – DEMS AGENT  

standard standard Orchestrates 
Integrates 
Harmonizes 
Shares 

PLUG DEMS! 

Harmonized 
sustainable 

development objects 

Sustainable 
development rules 

and policies 

DEMS 

BIG RULES BIG OBJECTS The 17  
Sustainable 

Development 
Goals 

• Products 

Or Services… 
• Optimized  
Value Chain 
• Leverage 

Initiatives 

 

Farmers/Coop 

Foreign 

Purchasers 

 
Restaurant 

/hotels 



Thank you 

Philippe Scheimann 

TOP Global co-founder 

Tel: +972-528289296 

Email: philippe@topglobal.org 

www.technologyofpeace.net 


